Abstract. We show that weak solutions to the 3D quasi-geostrophic system in the class C ζ t,x for ζ ă 1 5
1 5˘f ollowing the methods outlined in their paper. Nonetheless, we include an explicit proof of Theorem 1.2 since it follows simply from our construction. 
An Onsager Conjecture for 3D QG.
In [37] , it was shown that weak solutions to 3D QG conserve the energy }∇Ψptq} 2 L 2 when ∇Ψ belongs to the space L 8 t,z´B s 3,8`R 2
x,y˘¯f or s ą 3 . The stratification of the velocity field allows for the lower regularity in the z variable; essentially, one only needs to integrate by parts in x and y to show that the energy flux cannot contribute to the spontaneous production or dissipation of energy. This leads us to conjecture the following dichotomy concerning the flexibility of weak solutions to 3D QG:
For any ζ P`0, 1 3˘, there exists infinitely many weak solutions which do not conserve the energy }∇Ψptq} L 2 . In Hölder classes above 1 
, the energy of a weak solution is constant in time.
Therefore, Theorem 1.1 does not close the appropriately formulated version of the Onsager conjecture for 3D QG.
Relation of Our Result to Non-Uniqueness for 2D SQG.
The Onsager threshold for the inviscid SQG equation is conjectured to correspond to B z Ψ P L 8 and is not fully resolved yet (see [3] for a thorough discussion). As our solutions vanish at z " 0 and z " 2π, Theorem 1.1 does not imply any results for 2D SQG. Nor does our result follow from the non-uniqueness of 2D SQG shown in [3] . In 2D SQG, one has that ∆Ψptq " 0 for all time t. Physically, this represents an atmosphere which is at rest in the interior, and in which all the dynamics occur at the boundary. However, for 3D QG, one does not rule out the possibility of interior vorticity, allowing for the addition of high frequency oscillations not only at the boundary, but in the interior as well. The solutions we construct are not harmonic. Therefore, it is natural that they should be more regular than the dissipative solutions to 2D SQG. Perhaps coupling the techniques from [3] and the present paper while finding more flexible building blocks could provide progress on reaching the threshold C 1 3 for 3D QG.
Background and Previous
Results. Non-uniqueness of weak solutions to the Euler equations has been known for some time, with proofs given by Scheffer [42] and Shnirelman [43] . The modern convex integration techniques were developed by De Lellis and Székelyhidi in [33] , [23] , and [32] . After a number of results investigating the flexibility of solutions and obtaining partial progress towards Onsager's conjecture for the 3D Euler equations (cf. [12] , [11] , [4] , [5] , [6] ), [22] , [32] , [27] , [25] ), a proof of the full conjecture was given by Isett [26] . In a subsequent work, Buckmaster, De Lellis, Székelyhidi, and Vicol [7] treat the case of dissipative solutions in the full Onsager regime. In [28] , Isett constructed Hölder continuous solutions obeying the local energy inequality. Non-uniqueness for 2D SQG (see the below section on quasi-geostrophic flows) was shown by Buckmaster, Shkoller, and Vicol [3] . In addition, nonuniqueness of 3D Navier-Stokes has been demonstrated by Buckmaster and Vicol [8] , and Buckmaster, Colombo, and Vicol [2] . Stationary solutions to the 4D Navier-Stokes equations have been constructed by Luo [34] .
There are by now a number of significant results for both inviscid and viscous quasi-geostrophic flows on bounded, unbounded, or periodic domains. Derivations of the three dimensional system in the upper half space have been offered by Bourgeois and Beale in the inviscid case [1] and Desjardins and Grenier in the viscous case [24] . Existence of global weak solutions in the inviscid case was first shown by Puel and Vasseur [39] for initial data belonging to Hilbert spaces. In [37] , several different notions of weak solutions were considered and shown to be equivalent under appropriate assumptions, with an existence proof being offered in the most general setting. In [36] , a formal derivation of the three dimensional system on a bounded cylindrical domain with appropriate lateral boundary conditions was given, with global weak solutions shown to exist satisfying those boundary conditions. Global existence of a unique classical solution in the viscous case was shown in [38] .
The closely related 2D surface quasi-geostrophic equation (SQG) can be considered as a special case of the 3D QG system when ∆Ψptq " 0 for all times t. In this case, the dynamics is described by the active scalar equation for the unknown function θ :"´B z Ψ| z"0 with velocity given by u " R K θ, (R being the perpendicular vector of two dimensional Riesz transforms):
B t θ`u¨∇θ`p´∆q α θ " 0.
The physical cases correspond to α " 0 and α " 1 2 . Study of this system, particularly the inviscid version, is extensive due to similarities with the 3D Euler equations and was initiated by Constantin, Majda, and Tabak [14] . Global weak solutions in the inviscid case has been shown by Resnick [41] and Marchand [35] . Global existence of smooth solutions has been shown by a number of different methods by Kiselev, Nazarov, and Volberg [31] , Caffarelli and Vasseur [9] , Constantin and Vicol [15] , Constantin, Vicol, and Tarfulea [21] , and Kiselev and Nazarov [30] . On bounded domains, a version of the equation defined using the spectral Riesz transform has been considered by Constantin and Ignatova in [18] , [17] , Constantin and Nguyen in [19] , [20] , Nguyen [40] , and Constantin, Ignatova, and Nguyen [13] . Non-uniqueness for both inviscid and viscous SQG on the spatial domain T 2 was shown by Buckmaster, Shkoller, and Vicol [3] .
Preliminaries
Let us start by defining the convolution and projection operators we shall make use of. We divide them into two categories: kernels that depend on x, y, and z and therefore act on functions whose domain is T 3 , and kernels that depend only on x and y and therefore act on functions defined on T 2 . At various points throughout the discussion, we will freely substitute definitions and proofs for operators defined on R n rather than T n . Standard transference arguments then provide analogous results for the periodic operators. In addition, all periodic functions are assumed to have mean zero. To simplify notation, we shall write sums over Z 3´t 0u as simply being over Z 3 , and analogously for Z 2 . We begin with definitions and some facts about Hölder spaces.
Definition 2.1 (Hölder Spaces). Let α P p0, 1q and k a non-negative integer and f : RˆT n Ñ R a function of time and space with mean value zero on T n for each fixed time.
(1) The integer spatial Hölder norms are defined by
(2) The non-integer spatial Hölder norms are defined by
The following interpolation inequality holds for 0 ď r ď 1.
We shall require a Bernstein inequality. Lemma 2.1 (Bernstein Inequality). Let f : R n Ñ R be a smooth function whose Fourier transform f vanishes in a neighborhood of the origin. IfK is a Fourier multiplier which is smooth away from the origin and homogeneous of degree s and one of the following holds for λ ą 0,
(1) suppf Ă t|ξ| ď λu and s ą 0 (2) suppf Ă t|ξ| ě λu and s ă 0 (3) suppf Ă t|ξ| « λu and s P R, 
for non-integer α ą 0 or for f with frequency support in an annulus. If k is an integer, then
The projector onto gradients P ∇ is defined by
and satisfies the same estimates as R 3 . (3) The projector onto curls P curl is defined by P curl pgq " pId´P ∇ q pgq "´curl˝p´∆q´1˝curl¯pgq and satisfies the same estimates as R 3 and P ∇ . (4) Let λ P N and k P S 2 X Q such that λk P Z 3 . The projector P ∇ λ,k is defined by
and satisfies
For λ " λ q`1 , we will denote this operator by 
If the frequency support of g is contained in an annulus of radius λ, then
Let λ ą 0 and define P «λ by
Define P ďλ by P ďλ pf q " ÿ |k|ď2λf pkqe ik¨x and P ďλ similarly. Each operator is bounded from C α to C α for any α ě 0.
We shall frequently apply the T 2 operators to functions f :
K px´s, y´tq f ps, t, zq ds dt.
The following lemma will be applied repeatedly throughout the paper. Lemma 2.2. Let f : T 3 Ñ R be a smooth function. Denote k P Z 3 by`k, k 3˘a nd let λ ą 0. Then P «λ pf q is supported in frequency in the cylinder
If suppf Ă C λ , then P «λ pf q " f . Furthermore, analogous statements hold for P ďλ and P ěλ by replacing « with ď and ě, respectively.
Proof. Fix z P r0, 2πs. For px, y, zq P T 3 , we denote px, y, 0q byx. Then
Letting z vary, we have thatf`k, z˘is a smooth function of z and can therefore be written aŝ
Combining the series, we have
By the uniqueness of T 3 Fourier coefficients, if suppf Ă C λ , thenâpkq "f pkq, and P «λ pf q " f .
We now define our inverse divergence operator D, which will be a convolution kernel in x and y only. 
Proof. The equality of ∇¨Ep∇f q and ∇f proceeds by direct computation. The estimate on the C 0 norm follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that the multiplier is homogeneous of degree´1. Notice that E is identical to the inverse divergence operator defined in [3] after switching the rows and changing the sign of the new second row.
Proposition 2.4 (Inverse Divergence of Scalar Functions
Proof. As before, the equality proceeds by direct computation and the estimate is a corollary of Lemma 2.1 and the homogeneity of the symbol.
The inverse divergence we use will be applied to vector fields for which the first two components are the gradient of a scalar-valued function, while the third component is a (different) scalar-valued function.
Proposition 2.5 (Inverse Divergence of X :" pB x f, B y f, gq). Let X " p∇f, gq : T 3 Ñ R 3 have zero mean on T 3 . Define DpXq to be the 3ˆ3 matrix
Proof. The equality of ∇¨DX and X proceeds by direct computation. To prove the estimate, first apply Lemma 2.2 to see that P ěλ pXq " X. Then using Bernstein's inequality in x and y and the fact that D is a convolution operator in x and y only gives the claim.
The following lemma is the analogue of the so-called geometric lemma from [3] and describes the mechanism by which we can cancel out errors with the addition of high-frequency waves. Then there exist matrices M 1 , M 2 P M, ǫ ą 0, disjoint finite subsets Ω j P Q 3 X S 2 for j " 1, 2, and smooth positive functions defined in a neighborhood of M j and indexed by k P Ω j which we call c j,k P C 8 pB ǫ,M pM jsuch that (1) Both of the sets Ω j are at positive distance from the z-axis (2) Ω j "´Ω j and c j,k " c j,´k (3) 13Ω j P Z 3 for j " 1, 2 (4) For j " 1, 2 and @M P B ǫ pM j q, we have
e., the top left block of N is symmetric in addition to being traceless), then
Proof. We begin by constructing Ω1 , where Ω1 will be defined as´Ω1 and Ω " Ω1 Y Ω1 . We choose the following vectors (inspired by the fact that p5, 12, 13q and p3, 4, 5q are Pythagorean triples):
Then it is clear that (1) and (3) 
Then f 1 P C 8 and Df 1 | p (4) 
and thus (1)-(5) are satisfied for Ω 1 . To construct Ω 2 , replace each vector k " pk 1 , k 2 , k 3 q with k 1 " p´k 2 , k 1 , k 3 q. Repeating the previous steps and taking the minimum of ǫ 1 and ǫ 2 finishes the proof.
With the choice of frequency modes in hand, we can build the following approximately stationary solutions.
Lemma 2.7 (Stationary Solutions). For a finite family of vectors Ω P S 2 where Ω "´Ω, λ P N such that λΩ P Z 3 , and constants c k P C indexed by k P Ω such that c k " c´k, define
Then V is real-valued and there exists Q such that ∇¨´∇V b ∇ K V¯" curlpQq, with Q obeying the bounds
Furthermore, if Lpzq is a smooth function depending only on z, then
Proof. First note that V is real-valued by the assumptions on c k . Then, we have that
that is, V is an eigenfunction of ∆ with eigenvalue´λ 2 . In order to show that
s the curl of a vector field, it suffices to show that the divergence is zero. Calculating the divergence, we have
After writing out ∇V and ∇ K V in terms of Fourier series with modes k and k 1 , respectively, we can restate this fact in the form of the following algebraic identity which will be crucial later in the paper.
The bounds on Q come from noticing that Q solves the elliptic equation
nd using the frequency support of V in conjunction with Lemma 2.1 to conclude that the singular integral operator p´∆q´1˝curl˝∇¨is bounded on C 0 . By direct calculation, the low frequency portion of ∇V b ∇ K V is given as stated.
Given a smooth function Lpzq, it is clear that
ince L depends only on z. We calculate the third component by writing
after recalling that L depends on z only.
3. Convex Integration Scheme 3.1. Inductive Assumptions. We assume the existence of a triple p∇Ψ q , Q q ,Msolving
The gradient of the stream function ∇Ψ q , the curl Q q , and the matrix fieldM q are assumed to be supported in frequency in the set tpx, yq : |px, yq| ď λ q uˆZ.
The gradient of the stream function ∇Ψ q , the curl Q q , and the matrix fieldM q are assumed to be supported in space in the set
We assume that
We assume thatM q satisfies
In addition, we assume that the material derivative ofM q satisfies
We assume that Q q satisfies
Concerning the prescribed energy profile eptq, we assume that 0 ď eptq´ż
The bulk of the paper consists of verifying that we can construct a triple p∇Ψ q`1 , Q q`1 ,M q`1 q satisfying (3.1)-(3.9) with q replaced with q`1 and parameters δ q`1 ă δ q , λ q`1 ą λ q , and l q , where δ q Ñ 0 and λ q Ñ 0 as q Ñ 8 at rates implying the desired level of Hölder regularity and l q Ñ 8 in a way such that everything vanishes at z " 0 and z " 2π.
3.2. Velocity Perturbation.
A Spatial Localizer, Time Partition, Transport.
Define the cutoff function L q`1 to be a smooth function depending only on z which satisfies
4 q˘be a smooth positive cutoff function such that ÿ lPZ X 2 px´lq " 1 for all t P R. Let the support of the energy profile eptq be contained in a ball of radius R. For µ q`1 a large parameter to be specified later and l P Z X r´Rµ q`1 , Rµ q`1 s, define (we neglect to indicate the dependence on q for ease of notation)
By the assumptions (3.8) and (3.9), we have that
Let φ q pzq be a mollifier in z which is compactly supported in a ball of radius ℓ´1 " λ´3
so that the spatial support ofM q,ℓ is still contained in the region where L q`1 " 1 and
LetM q,l be the unique solution to the transport equation
and set
where M j comes from Lemma 2.6, and j is chosen so that the parity of l and j matches. Next, let Φ l : RˆR 3 Ñ R 3 be the solution of
so that Φ l p¨, tq is a diffeomorphism of T 3 onto itself, and for pt, xq P RˆT 3 the map
is well-defined. 3.2.2. The Perturbation. Apply Lemma 2.6 to obtain sets of frequency modes Ω 1 and Ω 2 . Let k P Ω " Ω 1 Y Ω 2 denote a chosen frequency mode. Now define
where j " 1 and k P Ω 1 if l is odd, and j " 2 and k P Ω 2 if l is even. We must check that a kl is well-defined when ρ l ‰ 0. It suffices to check that given ǫ as in Lemma 2.6,
By (3.12), we have that if ρ l is non-zero, then ρ l is bounded below by
which is less than ǫ as long as η is small enough. ∇W q`1 is now well-defined by (using the definition of
Throughout the rest of the paper, we will simply write
or the sake of simplicity. The perturbation is then defined by ∇pW q`1 L q`1 q.
we have that ∇Ψ q`1 solves
The definition of the matrix fieldM q`1 and the vector field Q q`1 will be specified in the following sections. 14 3.4. Choice of Parameters. We define the parameters λ q , δ q , µ q`1 , and l q for all q P N in terms of a real number c ą 5 2 , a real number b ą 1, and a large integer a P 13Z. The numbers c, b, and a are chosen in that order after first fixing a desired Hölder regularity level ζ P p0,
In addition, we implement small parameters 0 ă α ! β ! 1 which are essentially used to control singular integral operators on L 8 and to quantify the superexponential growth of the λ q 's. With these choices, the following inequalities hold.
Lemma 3.1 (Parameter Inequalities). Given λ q , δ q , µ q`1 , and l q as defined above, the following inequalities are true for satisfactory choices of c, b, a, β, and α.
(1)
Proof. Writing out (1), we see that it is satisfied provided that
Taking the logarithm in a of both sides and dividing by
which is true if β is small enough. The second inequality is true provided that
Taking logarithms in a and dividing by b q again giveś
which is true provided b is close enough to 1. The inequality in (3) follows from the (merely) exponential growth of l q`1 . The proof of (4) proceeds similarly to that of (2) . (5) follows from the super exponential growth of λ q provided α is small enough.
Inductive
Step. 
In particular, ifM 1 is of such a block form, then one can impose that B z Ψ q " 0 for all q P N.
Error Estimates
Before estimating the transport, Nash, and oscillation errors, we show the following bounds on the perturbation and ∇Ψ q .
Lemma 4.1 (Preliminary Estimates).
Using the definitions given in the previous section for each function and parameter, the following hold.
Proof.
(1) Using the chain rule estimates in Lemma 7.2, we can write
We have used here the lower bound ρ l ě δ q`1 8 , the smoothness of the functions c j,k , and a small choice of η. For the second bound, arguing as before and using the C k bounds on ∇Ψ q andM q,ℓ , and thereforeM q,l and M q,l , gives the claim. (2) Applying Lemma 7.2 and the transport estimates in Lemma 7.1 , we have that
The last estimate follows again from Lemma 7.1 and the C n bounds of the velocity ∇ K Ψ q .
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(3) We can use (2) and Lemma 7.2 to calculate › › ›∇´e
The second claim follows from the C n bounds on ∇ K Ψ q , the chain rule Lemma 7.2, and the transport estimates Lemma 7.1. (4) We have that ∇Ψ q satisfies the transport equation
By the inductive assumptions (3.5) and (3.7),
which yields the claim since δ q`1 ď δ q . (5) Using that D t,q w kl " 0 and that w kl " a kl e iλ q`1 k¨x ik at t "
, we apply Lemma 7.1 to obtain that
q`1 λ q`1 , proving the result. (6) Applying the Leibniz rule to ∇ pL q`1 W q`1 q, using the compact frequency support of ∇W q`1 , and noticing that ∇ n L q`1 " pB z q n L q`1 ! λ n q`1 due to the fact that l q`2 ! λ q`1 gives the claim.
Transport Error. Lemma 4.2. The transport error
Proof. By the compact support in x and y frequency modes of ∇Ψ q and the support in frequency of ∇ pLW q`1 q in a cylinder whose base is an annulus in x and y centered around λ q`1 , the x and y frequency modes of the transport error are supported in the cylinder above an annulus of radius λ q`1 in Z 2 . Therefore, we can apply the x and y frequency localizerP «λ q`1 and Lemma 2.2 to write the transport error asP
Beginning with M T,1 , we can commute L q`1 andP «λ q`1 and introduce the commutator
after applying the commutator estimate (7.1). We then decompose M T,1 using P ∇ and
After applying D, we can absorb the first piece intoM T , while the second piece becomes part of Q T after inverting ∇ K . The desired C 0 bounds on M T and Q T follow from the presence of the frequency localizerP «λ q`1 , the fact that D and´∇ K¯´1 are operators of order´1 in x and y, and an application of Lemma 2.1. To show the C 1 bounds, we write
Then using the fact that differentiating and multiplying by L q`1 or ∇L q`1 commutes with D and´∇ K¯´1 and applying Lemma 2.1 due to the x and y frequency support allows us to divide by λ q`1 , proving the claim. The spatial support of each term is satisfactory using the inductive hypothesis (3.3) and the fact that multiplication by L q`1 commutes with convolution operators in x and y.
The entirety of the second term M T,2 will be absorbed intoM T by applying D. Since multiplication by L q`1 and B z L q`1 commutes with DP «λ q`1 , we have that
Noticing that W q`1 " p´∆q´1∇¨p∇W q`1 q and using the frequency support of W q`1 , we can apply Lemma 2.1 to obtain
q`1 . Plugging in this estimate, we obtain
The C 1 bound follows from estimating
" T 1`T2`T3`T4 .
Beginning with T 1 , we have that by the commutator estimate (7.1) and the estimate on the amplitude given above,
Using that δ 1 2 q λ q ď µ q`1 and
q`1 λ q`1 , we obtain
q`1 λ q`1 . Moving on to T 2 , we apply (7.1) and estimate the parameters as in T 1 to obtain
q`1 λ q`1 . We now estimate the material derivative of T 3 . As everything is localized in x and y frequencies in an annulus of radius λ q`1 , we estimate the terms inside parentheses directly and then divide by
at the end. We write
We can estimate T 3,2 using the commutator estimate (7.1) as
q`1 . Applying D and dividing by λ q`1 gives the desired estimate. For T 3,1 , we apply the iterated commutator estimate (7.2) to obtain
q`1 λ q λ q`1 . Applying D and dividing again by λ q`1 , we obtain the desired estimate.
Finally, we write T 4 as
We can estimate the first term using the commutator estimate (7.1) by
as desired. For the second term, first note that
Handling the second piece of the second term first, we then have that
Before beginning to estimate the first piece of the second term, note that
Denoting the operator p´∆q´1˝p∇¨q˝P ∇ q`1,k by K, we have that K is an order´1 convolution kernel. Therefore, we can write that B z L q`1 DP «λ q`1 pD t,q pD t,q pW q`1" B z L q`1 DP «λ q`1 pD t,q rD t,q , Ks pX l w kl qq`B z L q`1 DP «λ q`1 pD t,q pKpB t X l w kl.
The second term is bounded as follows:
Here we have used the presence ofP «λ q`1 and Lemma 2.2 to see that K gains a factor of
. Then for the first term, we will use the iterated commutator estimate (7.2) again. We can then write
q`1 λ q`1 , concluding the proof.
Nash Error. Lemma 4.3. The Nash error
Proof. Due to the spatial support of ∇Ψ q and ∇pW q`1 L q`1 q, the Nash error is equal to
nd the claim on the spatial support is immediate since we shall only ever convolve in x and y. We calculate the amplitude by writing
Decomposing into P ∇ and P ∇ K and using Bernstein's inequality as for the transport error shows the desired C 0 bounds on Q N andM N . The C 1 bounds follow by applying ∇ to the Nash error and noticing that the x and y frequency support ∇ K W q`1¨∇ ∇Ψ q is contained in an annulus of radius λ q`1 , allowing us to divide by λ q`1 after applying D and´∇ K¯´1 .
Moving now to the material derivative, we use (7.1) to write that
q`1 λ q`1 .
Oscillation Error.
Before defining and estimating the oscillation error, we address the effect of the localizer L q`1 . As discussed earlier, L q`1 factors out of the oscillation error. The interaction of the perturbation ∇pW q`1 L q`1 q with itself is given in the term
Since L q depends only on z, the first two components are equal to
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In the third row, we can write that
showing that
By the inductive assumption (3.3) on the spatial support ofM q , we have also that
We will decompose the right hand side into several terms. The definition of this decomposition as well as the estimates for each piece comprise the remainder of this section. We first collect some preliminary estimates.
Lemma 4.4. The following estimates hold.
(1) For θ P r0, 1s,
Proof. The proof of (1) follows from interpolating
q`1 λ q`1 using Lemma 4.1 and Definition 2.1. To prove (2), recall that by Lemma 4.1, each derivative on a kl e iλ q`1 pΦ l´x q¨k costs a factor of λ 1´β q`1 . Then we can apply the commutator estimate (7.3) to obtain
q`1 λ k´β q`1 . The non-integer bounds then follow from interpolation. To prove (3), observe that " P ∇ q`1,k , a kl e iλ q`1 pΦ l´x q¨k ı´e iλ q`1 k¨x ik¯" D t,q`P ∇ q`1,k pw kl q˘´D t,q w kl . and use the estimates in the section on the transport error.
Estimates for O high .

Lemma 4.5. The high frequency portion of the oscillation error
q`1 λ q`1 . Furthermore, Q high and ∇¨M O,high are supported in the set
Proof. Towards obtaining a decomposition, we can apply the frequency localizer P «λ q`1 since k ‰ k 1 and Lemma 2.2 to write
" L 
Then we separate ∇¨O high,1 and ∇¨O high,2 using the projection operators
Since applying P ∇ gives a vector field with three components, the first two of which are the horizontal gradient ∇ of a scalar function, the first term can be plugged into the inverse divergence D and absorbed inM O,high . Applying P ∇ K yields a vector field with no third component whose first two components are the perpendicular gradient ∇ K of a scalar function, and so we absorb this term into curlpQ high q. Since multiplication by L q`1 commutes with both operators, the claims on the spatial supports of Q high and M O,high follow. The claims on the C 0 and C 1 norm follow as for the transport and Nash errors after using Lemma 4.4, applying D and´∇ K¯´1 , and using Bernstein's inequality in x and y to divide by λ q`1 due to the presence of theP «λ q`1 .
We must now calculate the material derivative of theM O,high portion. Using that multiplication by L q`1 commutes with ∇¨, D, and D t,q , we can write that
: I`II.
Since´D˝P ∇˝p ∇¨q˝P «λ q`1¯i s an order zero operator in x and y satisfying the kernel assumptions of the commutator estimate (7.1), we can write
q`1 λ q`1 . Recalling that }D t,q X l } C 0 ď µ q`1 , using part (4) of Lemma 4.4, and noticing that the singular integral operator´D˝P ∇˝p ∇¨q˝P «λ q`1¯i s bounded on L 8 due to the frequency localizer and Lemma 2.1, we can estimate II by
q`1 λ q`1 . The estimate for the material derivative of O high,2 is similar, and we omit it.
We must now show that the conclusions of Lemma 4.5 hold for the third piece O high,3 of the O high error. Before analyzing the O high,3 term, we must carefully compute the divergence and determine which pieces of the resulting expression can be absorbed into the error M O,high and which must be absorbed into curl pQ high q. The problematic terms arise when the differential operators fall on e iλ q`1 k¨x , since picking up a λ q`1 makes the resulting term too large to be canceled out by future perturbations. In the context of the Euler equations, the fact that Beltrami flows are stationary solutions provides an algebraic identity which, when deployed at the right time, shows that the problematic terms can be absorbed into the new pressure. In our setting, the same principle holds, although its manifestation appears more technical for two reasons. First, the vector field Q from Lemma 2.7 is defined as the solution to an elliptic equation via a composition of several differential and integral operators which we must account for. Secondly, we must carefully keep track of the spatial localizer L q`1 throughout the decomposition and subsequent estimates. The localizer gives us building blocks which are only stationary solutions to leading order, leaving some extra error terms to estimate. Proof. Calculating the divergence (in x and y, i.e. ∇¨) and setting
we have
The analysis of O high,3,1 is simpler due to the fact that the differential operators have landed on f klk 1 l 1 . Estimating its amplitude, we have that
Recalling that multiplication by L 2 q`1 commutes with convolution operators and differentiation in x and y, we then decompose L 2 q`1 O high,3,1 using the P ∇ and P ∇ K operators into
The first term can be plugged into the inverse divergence D and then absorbed into the errorM O,high , while the second term has zero third component and can be absorbed into curlpQ high q. The desired C 0 and C 1 estimates then follow arguing as before. We now estimate the material derivative of D˝P ∇`L2 q`1 O high,3,1˘. We write
We bound I using (7.1) and the fact that D˝P ∇˝P «λ q`1 is an order´1 convolution operator in x and y localized in frequency at λ q`1 , obtaining
q`1 λ q`1 . Before bounding II, we write out
Then computing D t,q of this quantity gives
Then we can bound II by
q`1 λ q`1 . We now move to the decomposition and estimation of L 2 q`1 O high,3,2 . While in general projecting a vector field onto gradients using P ∇ induces no gain in regularity, the highest frequency terms in O high,3,2 belong to the kernel of the divergence operator. To see this, let us compute the divergence (now in x, y, and z, i.e. ∇¨) of O high,3,2 :
Since the sum is over k P Ω 1 , k 1 P Ω 2 where the parity of l 1 and l matches that of the corresponding sets Ω i to which k and k 1 belong, the coefficients f klk 1 l 1 allow for the application of the algebraic identity (2.2) from Lemma 2.7. Therefore, I is equal to zero pointwise in T 3 , showing that the problematic terms are annihilated by the divergence. Then we can write that ∇F :" P ∇ pO high,3,2 q " ∇˝p´∆q´1˝p∇¨q pO high,3,2 q " ∇˝p´∆q´1pIIq.
Although the third component of the frequency support of F is not compact, the first two components are supported in an annulus centered around λ q`1 , and so Bernstein's inequality gives that
Conversely, after setting G :" P curl pO high,3,2 q, we have that
Furthermore, since G " p´∆q´1˝curlpO high,3,2 q is given by an operator of order´1 applied to O high,3,2 , by the presence of P «λ q`1 and Bernstein's inequality we see that }G} C 0 À δ q`1 .
We are now ready to decompose
The first term can now be absorbed into the error M O,high after applying D, while the third term can be absorbed into curlpQ high q. The estimates on the amplitudes, C 1 norms, and spatial supports follow from the above estimates on F and G. Before addressing the second term, which we shall call L, let us calculate the material derivative of the first.
We can bound the first term using (7.1) and the fact that ∇F is supported in an annulus of radius λ q`1 in x and y frequencies by
q`1 λ q`1 . We decompose the second term further as
Using the fact that O high,3,2 is supported in an annulus of size λ q`1 in x and y frequencies, we can bound the first term using the commutator estimate from Proposition 7.3 by
q`1 λ q`1 if α is small enough. Then for the second term, we can write
q`1 λ q`1 . We now return to L. Since L has derivatives on L q`1 rather than G, it is significantly smoother than curlpGq. We decompose L as
Then P ∇ pLq is absorbed into the error M O,high after applying D, while P ∇ K pLq can be absorbed into the curl since it has zero third component. Estimating the amplitude of L, we can write
and thus the desired C 0 and C 1 estimates follow from Bernstein's inequality and the fact that L is compactly supported in frequency in x and y.
Finally, it remains to estimate the material derivative of DP ∇ L.
We remark that estimating the commutator of D t,q and D˝P ∇˝p´∆ q´1˝curl˝P «λ q`1 can be done following the ideas of the proof of (7.1) if one is willing to pay a C α norm on ∇ 2 Ψ q and O high,3,2 , which is acceptable considering that l q`1 is much smaller than λ q`1 .
Estimates for O
where
We see that by construction, 
Proof. We start by decomposing O low,1 as
As P ∇ and P ∇ K are convolution operators in x and y only, they commute with multiplication by L 2 q`1 , and the claim on the spatial supports follows. The first term is absorbed into M O,low after applying D, while the second term is absorbed into curlpQ low q by inverting ∇ K . We estimate the P ∇ portion now.
after using Lemma 4.1 and assuming α is sufficiently small. The estimate for the P ∇ K portion follows by simply replacing D˝P ∇ with p´∆q´1˝p∇
K¨q in the above argument.
To calculate the C 1 norms, we write
after arguing as above. The decomposition and estimate for O low,2 is analogous, and we omit the calculation. Note that O low,3 " L 2 q`1 ∇¨´M q´Mq,ℓ¯i s already the divergence of a suitable matrix. To estimate the C 0 norm, standard mollification estimates give
The C 1 norm is then easily controlled by 2
For O low,5 we recall that for t " l µ q`1 ,M q,ℓ ptq "M q,l ptq for all x P T 3 , and that
Before calculating the C 0 and C 1 norm, let us calculate the material derivative ofM q,ℓ .
A simple calculation shows that the commutator
In addition, we obtain that
Applying the transport estimate from Lemma 7.1 and the inductive assumption (3.6), we find
Applying the transport estimate Lemma 7.1 then shows that
providing the desired C 1 bound after recalling that B z L q`1 is small. Moving now to the material derivative, we have that
The second and third terms are the easiest to analyze and we dispense with it first. Since D t,q L 2 q`1 " D t,qMq,l " 0, we can write that
after applying the previous estimate on D t,qMq,ℓ . In addition, we have that
after applying the inductive assumption and the estimate on D t,qMq,ℓ . The first step towards estimating the other term is to estimate the commutator of D t,q and DP ∇ ∇ä pplied to Ω using Proposition 7.3. We can write
q`1 λ q`1 if α is small enough. Therefore, it remains to estimate
We first simplify the above expression by noticing that
Notice that the terms with the projection operators P ∇ q`1,k and P ∇ q`1,k 1 K are supported in an annulus in x and y frequencies, and so the singular integral operator DP ∇ ∇¨is bounded on L 8 for these terms by Lemma 2.1. Then the entire expression is bounded by
q`1 λ q`1 , finishing the proof.
Energy Increment
In this section, we show that the inductive assumptions (3.8) and (3.9) hold with q replaced by q`1. The proof follows estimates of the Hamiltonian increment from [2] and is thus split up into a preliminary lemma and subsequent proposition.
Furthermore, for ρ l ‰ 0
Proof. Using that ∇Ψ q solves (3.1) and multiplying by ∇Ψ q and integrating by parts, we obtaiňˇˇˇˇż
The boundˇˇˇˇe ptq´eˆl µ q`1˙ˇÀ 1 µ q`1 ď δ q`2 32 follows from the smoothness of eptq. Summing both estimates, the first claim is shown. The second claim follows from the first and the definition of ρptq. The final bound follows from the definition of ρptq, the first bound, and (3.9).
If not, however, then
Proof. Beginning with the case when ρ l " 0 and t P supp X l , we have that ∇W q`1 ptq " 0, which implies thatM q`1 ptq "M q ptq " 0 and
Moving to the case when ρ l ‰ 0 and t P supp X l , then by the frequency and spatial support of ∇Ψ q and ∇W q`1 , we have that
∇Ψ q ptq¨∇W q`1 ptq.
We have to estimate
∇Ψ q ptq¨∇W q`1 ptq ": I`II.
Using (3.2) and the definition of P ∇ q`1,k to see that ∇Ψ q and ∇W q`1 are supported in disjoint sets in frequency, we see that II " 0. Writing out I gives
We can control
Writing out I 1 gives
after applying the commutator estimate (7.1) and (2.1). Then applying the definition of ρ l given in (3.11) finishes the proof. 
where Proof of Proposition 3.3. Towards the purpose of constructing solutions to 2D Euler, one first eliminates the inductive assumption (3.3) on the spatial support and defines L q`1 " 1 for all q. Next, choose the first set of frequency modes to have zero third component. Then it is easy to see thatM 1 is of the specified block form. Continuing to apply Lemma 2.6 by choosing modes with zero third component since the third row ofM q is empty gives immediately that B z pΨ q`1´Ψ" 0, and therefore Ψ depends only on x, y, and t.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From the estimate }w kl } C 1`}L q`1 } C 1 ď δ 1 2 q`1 λ q`1 , we have that
We claim that the time derivative B t ∇ pL q`1 W q`1 q satisfies the same bound. Indeed, }B t ∇ pL q`1 W q`1 q} C 0 " }D t,q pL q`1 ∇W q`1 q} C 0`› › ›∇ K Ψ q¨∇ ∇W q`1 › › › " a p´1 2`c ζqb q`1 .
By the assumption that c ą . Then ∇Ψ q is a convergence sequence in C ζ t,x . The bounds on the pressure follow immediately from (3.7) and interpolation.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given that the extra assumption of Proposition 3.3 is satisfied at each stage q, every subsequent perturbation ∇W q`1 can be taken to have zero third component, producing a solution to 2D Euler as desired after repeating the steps of the previous proof.
Appendix
Here we collect several types of estimates which shall be necessary throughout the construction. All have become essentially standard in recent convex integration schemes. We begin with the following estimates for solutions to transport equations. For a proof, we refer the reader to [5] . The following estimate controls the norms of compositions of functions, particularly the perturbation. 
We shall make use of the following commutator estimates. The estimate in Proposition 7.3 is essentially contained in [16] , although the version stated here is a slight alteration whose statement and proof can be found in [7] . The commutator estimate (7.1) for convolution operators localized in frequency can be found in [29] or [3] . The estimates (7.2) and (7.3) follow the methods of proof given in [29] and [3] . Proposition 7.3. Let α P p0, 1q and N ě 0. Let T K be a R n -Calderón-Zygmund operator with kernel K. Let b P C N`1,α pT n q be a vector field and f P C N,α pT n q. Then there exists a constant C " Cpα, N, Kq such that } rT K , b¨∇s f } N`α ď C}b} 1`α }f } N`α`} b} N`1`α }f } α .
Proposition 7.4. Let s P R, λ ě 1, and let T K be an order s convolution operator localized at length scale λ´1 whose action on smooth functions is given by convolution with a kernel K satisfying the bounds }|x| a ∇ b Kpxq} L 1 pR n q ď Cpa, bqλ b´a`s for all 0 ď a, |b|. Then the following hold.
(1) For f : T n Ñ C a smooth function and u : T n Ñ R n a smooth vector field with ∇¨u " 0, we have } ru¨∇, T K s f } C 0 ď λ s }∇u} C 0 }f } C 0 (7.1)
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(2) For f : T n Ñ C a smooth function and u : T n Ñ R n a smooth vector field with ∇¨u " 0, the iterated commutator " B 
Proof. The proof of (1) is contained in the appendix of [3] . Moving on to the iterated commutator estimate of (2), we first write
Kpyqf px´yq dy´ż Before estimating II, note that B t upx´yq`upxq¨∇upx´yq "``B t`u¨∇˘u˘p x´yq``pupxq´upx´yqq¨∇upx´yq˘.
Therefore,
Combining the estimates gives the result. To prove (3), we follow the idea from [3] and write thaťˇˇ∇ k pT K pbf qpxq´bpxqT K f pxqqˇˇ"ˇˇˇˇż Applying the Leibniz rule and using the integrability assumption on K finishes the proof.
